"We want the HUB to feel like a safe space."
“We want more gathering spaces with a variety of flexible and fixed seating.”
Question 1a: Which Hub Main Space Design Concept do you like best? Do you have any other comments on the spaces?

**Shoreline**
- Shoreline and Cloud
- Shoreline, I like the colors

**Cloud**
- Linear with the shoreline colors

**Linear**

**Other Comments:**
- Every detail from all three and put it all together
- Keep ceiling colors light for a bright and airy feel
- Love all the mixed colors. White can be sterile
- Calling others to the native plants that will be planted
- Will the white get dirty with dust or will there be an air purification system?
- All three - can't decide
- Like all of the different areas for different purposes. It really seems cozy. The pressure to have multiple activities all under the same roof
Question 1b: Which Hub Main Space floor pattern do you like best?

Shoreline

Cloud/Linear

Other Comments:

Neither, I do like the concept of the bay though.
Question 1c: Which light fixtures do you like best over the reception desk?

Drum Lighting in custom colors
- Drum lighting will bring out the carpet game changer
- Drum light will bring out the carpet meal
- Drum lighting in custom colours!
- Drums

Rings
- Rings
- Can the rings change color?
- Definitely the rings
- If the ring lights could change color

Linear

Other Comments:
- Do the brightness level vary between the light designs?
"Flexible storage is important for this space."
“Flexible storage is important for this space.”
“Flexible storage is important for this space.”
Question 2: Which color scheme do you like for the art classroom?

a. 
- a floors
- FLOORS
- A & C

b. 
- Love 2! The room looks like it has a lot of energy
- I like the brightness in A.

Other Comments:
- HUB Youth/Alumni: Love the smart board!
- HUB Staff: Other HUB Stakeholders
- Different colors through the color of the light will be cool.
- What are the yellow things in the ceiling?
- And have different light switches change each light color.
- The ceiling electrical cords are so cool!
- Why not have the light covers have different colors.
- All are nice
- We do lots of crafts and painting
- Will there be a sink in the art room?
- Vacuum anything with paper or dust
- Is it possible to have a sink for messy art projects? Paint, and other stuff
3a. OYA Classroom
3b. OYA Classroom
Question 3: Which color scheme do you like for the OYA classroom?

a. Room looks energetic, colors are cheerful but too loud/distracting
b. Room looks bright and cheerful, colors are not too intense or too loud, the colors look very gender neutral as well

c. I like c. A & C

A & c. Both is good, incorporate both A and C

The (capital T) Hub

HUB Youth/Alumni
Other HUB Stakeholders
OYA Classroom should also have a podium
Incorporate OYA's logo
Green is a good calming concentration color, and blue is promoting.
Hub logo should go on the main space, black and gold logo color
Why not have the classrooms be the same color as the school's color? OYA's classroom (black and forest green)
Will hub colors (black, gold and white) and hub logo be incorporated anywhere?
Quote: The only thing you have to fear is fear itself
Quote: If you try you may fail, if you focus you may prevail
Add in HUB slogan in the main space: Hub slogan: "It all comes around eventually!"
Slogan and logo at entry and prominent
“Our health and wellness are just as important as our education and careers.”
“Our health and wellness are just as important as our education and careers.”
“Our health and wellness are just as important as our education and careers.”
Question 4: Which ceiling option do you like for the teaching kitchen?

a. A - reminds me of a cutting board
b. B - lighting looks best for tasting photos of the food we make
c. C - I like B. The lights specifically
Question 5: We really want to design for you a HUB that feels welcoming, safe and comfortable! What else should we think about?

- HUB Youth/Alumni
- HUB Staff
- Other HUB Stakeholders

Like the openness with the big windows to the outdoors and windows around the maker space.

Privacy furniture gives a sense of private area but still centrally located (soft partition).

Like the idea of like the design of each room, and like that the design is going to get an upgrade. Like that HUB clients and HUB staff are creating a new design.

Like the idea of the parent supervision area. Kids who don't want to be around other kids can go in a quiet area way from parents.

Want to see in HUB multi-space next to the entry - HUB alumni and youth achievements to be featured?

Individual spaces like mini room for studying/reading/sleeping.

Green screen wall for virtual interview will be a great idea.

I like that all of the rooms have a different color scheme and design, giving them all a different feeling.

Maybe a Mental Health "Calm Down Corner" - an area we can go to where we can all relax, and maybe read an encouraging book.